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1 Introduction
This deliverable presents the results of the Final Dissemination Event that was held in Barcelona in
November 2019, concomitantly with Smart City Expo World Congress.
The key communication aims for this event included:




Announcing the names of the Contractors who successfully completed Phase 3
Continuing to raise awareness of the ongoing work of the contractors
Promote PCP and its solutions as a successful tool for procuring innovation

In the following chapters, we describe the communication and dissemination actions undertaken in
detail, the impact they achieved, and any potential lessons learned for future projects.

2 SELECT for Cities PCP Results
In November 2019, after evaluating the Contractor’s solutions, the Buyers group announced the
order of the three contractors that successfully finished Phase 3, the final phase of the SELECT for
Cities Pre-commercial Procurement (PCP):
1. University of Florence – Department of Information Engineering, Italy with Snap4Cities
2. Indra Soluciones Tecnologías de la Informacion S.L.U., Spain with Minsait
3. Engineering Ingegneria Informatica S.p.A., Italy with DigitalEnabler
All these Contractors were invited in Barcelona for the SELECT for Cities Final Event and for receiving
their Certificates.
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3 SELECT for Cities Final Event at the Smart City Expo
World Congress, Barcelona
SELECT for Cities decided to host a final event at the end of its four years to:
a. Announce and celebrate the contractors who successfully completed the whole PCP
b. Showcase and promote the innovative platforms that came out of the PCP
c. Share lessons learned from our experience and encourage others to adopt PCP
SELECT for Cities strategically decided to hold its final event at the annual Smart City Expo and World
Congress (SCEWC) in Barcelona because:
a. All the contractors were planning to be present with their own stands
b. More than 24,000 attendees interested in Smart Cities come to the conference
c. It provided an opportunity to continue our partnership with Open & Agile Smart Cities (OASC)
To maximise exposure at the event and ensure SELECT’s results reached as many delegates as
possible the project launched a whole programme of events that took place in different areas of the
conference, these included:
1. Presence on the OASC stand in the conference hall (F650)
 Inclusion of banner and collateral – pen, stickers, brochures – on the booth
 Running a PCP Q&A surgery on booth stage so delegates could ask the cities questions
2. Presentations at each of the Contractors booths
 Demos of the final platforms by each of the Contractors
 Series of talks by the cities about the PCP experience
3. Hosting of an early-evening networking and awards event
 Speeches and networking including launch of the SELECT guide to PCP
 Presenting certificates to the three Contractors who all completed the PCP
4. Speech on the main Congress stage
 SELECT chosen from thousands of applications to have a main stage speech
A more detailed overview of the events across the three dates is provided in the sub-sections below.
You can find the agenda for the three days in Appendix A.
3.1.1

Day one - 19th of November

Contractor Presentations
The first day (19th of November) launched with morning presentations and demos at the Contractors
booths. All three contractors presented on a screen their experience with PCP and how it helped
them develop their platforms in partnership with city needs.
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Figure 1. Engineering Platform Demo

Figure 2. Indra Platform Demo

Figure 3. University of Florence Platform Demo
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OASC Stand
The rest of the afternoon was spent on the OASC stand talking to a steady flow of delegates. Material
that was used for promotion included

Figure 4. SELECT for Cities giveaways pens and stickers

Figure 5. SELECT for Cities postcard
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Figure 6: Promotional Roll-Up Banner

Networking Event
In the afternoon at 5pm SELECT for Cities hosted a networking reception at the Porta Fira hotel
opposite the conference venue. This was a more cost-effective option than hiring a conference room
and catering within the conference.
The invitation only networking event was attended by over 50 people. It was launched by guest
speaker: Mr. Mihailov, EC Policy Officer, Smart Mobility & Living who told the audience that “we need
to de-bureaucratize the procurement process, and PCP is a great way to achieve that and to spur
innovation in the digital economy”.
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Figure 7. Mr. Mihailov, EC Policy Officer

This talk provided an appropriate Segway for Hugo Goncalves, the project coordinator from Helsinki,
and Karin Goedheid, the lead procurer from Antwerp to talk about the SELECT for Cities experience
and launch the SELECT for Cities PCP Guide booklet.

Figure 8. SELECT for Cities PCP guide

The PCP Guide was designed to give cities interested in Smart City innovation a quick tour of how
PCP works, using the SELECT for Cities journey as a case study. A copy can be accessed from the front
page of the Knowledge Hub – www.select4cities.eu
Before networking resumed, the awards ceremony was held, and the winners of the PCP competition
were announced in reverse order. – (3) Ingegneria Informatica, (2) Indra, (1) University of Florence.
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Each Contractor was awarded a certificate by a member of the SELECT for Cities Buyers Group before
being given the opportunity to say a few words about their platform and PCP experience.

Figure 9. 1st place

Figure 11. 3rd place

Figure 10. 2nd place

Figure 12. Mikko Rusama, Chief Digital Officer of Helsinki

The speeches were officially closed by the Chief Digital Officer of Helsinki, Mikko Rusama who
rounded things off by emphasizing the scalability of learnings from the project and who they have
benefited the city. After his engaging speech, participants stayed for an extra hour and a half of
networking, with Contractors and SELECT for Cities partners discussing the project one-on-one with
guests.
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Figure 13. SELECT for Cities networking

Figure 14. Consortium photo

3.1.2 Day two – 20th of November
The second day started, at the OASC Booth, with a successful PCP Q&A Surgery providing an
opportunity for cities interested in the PCP process to ask questions to SELECT for Cities partners
Karin Goedheid from Digipolis Antwerp and Hugo Goncalves from Forum Virium Helsinki.
Interesting questions included:








What are the most valuable assets of the PCP procedure?
Is the PCP process a complex or rigid procedure? Is there enough room for agility?
Is there enough room for co-creation and end-user involvement?
What were the main challenges you experienced?
Has procurement law already evolved beyond PCP?
Is a long lead time not a drawback regarding the innovative aspect of the proposed solutions?
Based on your own experience, what would you change about the PCP process?
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Figure 15. Photos from the OASC stand

The rest of the day the SELECT for Cities team divided into two groups. One group spent time on the
OASC stand handing out the PCP booklet and talking to delegates. The others visited the Contractors
stands to deliver presentations (see Appendix A).
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Figure 16. Presentations from the Contractors stands day 2

3.1.3 Day three – 21st of November
The third and last day of the SELECT for Cities final event followed the same format as the afternoon
of day 2. The OASC booth was manned and the final booklets, postcards, stickers and pens were
distributed.
A third tour of the Contractors booths were conducted with the Digipolis Antwerp and Forum Virium
Helsinki giving additional talks/presentations on the Contractors stages.

Figure 17. Presentations from the Contractors stands day 3
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SELECT for Cities presence at SCEWC19 ended with a bang as Chief Procurer Ann Fournier from
Digipolis Antwerp gave a presentation entitled ‘Innovative Procurement and the SELECT for Cities
Project’ on the main World Congress stage.

Figure 18. Presentation of SELECT for Cities at SCEWC19 Congress

At the end of the three days, with a continuous presence on the OASC stand, 11 SELECT for Cities
presentations at Contractor booths, a main congress speech, a Q&A surgery and an Awards and
Networking Event, Partners felt dissemination had covered as much of the Congress as possible. 500
pens, 150 stickers and 150 booklets were distributed along with 150 postcards all directing delegates
to the Knowledge Hub for further support and information.
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4 Lessons Learned
The Communication lessons learned from SELECT for Cities, PCP project to share with other PCP
projects are:
 Capture your whole story in one end-to-end slide deck: It’s a valuable resource as it can be
used and adapted by all the consortium members, who can select the slides they need
according to audience type, to best explain the PCP mechanism and the projects results.
 Don’t forget to focus on the PCP side: Your project innovation is not the only result to be
shared, how you used PCP for your goals is also very valuable. Be present at events related to
procurement, and you will find a different audience to promote results and solutions to.
 Gender differences do exist: To widen appeal beyond the usual suspects, try and create
different messages and vary the way these are shared in order to target as many stakeholders
as possible in terms of gender, experience and interests.
 Stay close to the Contractors and encourage them to disseminate: The SELECT for Cities
Buyers group were always close to the Contractors, monitoring their progress, supporting and
guiding them throughout the PCP process. This close relationship meant it was easier to learn
about any new developments and results from them that were deemed newsworthy.
 Use Twitter before, during, and after events: As mentioned in the previous Transitions
Reports, for SELECT Twitter has proven to be a very effective Social Media channel. You can
send short and concise messages to a great number of people and they can propagate the
messages by re-tweeting them.
 Do not rely on Press Releases: Despite there being many free or low-cost sites for pressrelease distribution, these rarely score many hits due to the deluge of poor-quality material
out there. To gain hits, be prepared to pay substantially for the service. In Selects case, it
was deemed better value to publish news through existing partner networks whose
membership contained our target audience.
 Think about partnerships: Working with other projects and initiatives to share costs and
resources for promotion can pay dividends for all. For example, by sharing a stand with OASC
at the Barcelona Smart Cities World Congress, SELECT for Cities was able to be present in the
conference hall and benefit from the ability to talk to OASC’s membership. OASC benefited
from financial support and the ability to showcase innovation to their members.
 Be creative with marketing material: At conferences delegates drown in brochures which
often end up in the bin. Think about what your aim is. If it’s to get newsletter sign ups, get
them to complete a form there and then at the stand. Or if you want to get them to visit your
website use fun giveaways that make pique their interest. For example, SELECT for Cities use
fluffy bug stickers with the URL printed on the tail, all were taken by delegates whereas
brochures and postcards were left afterwards.
 Leverage your greatest assets, your contractors: Do not always think about your project as
the only hub for dissemination, sometimes it may be more effective to dissemination from
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the stands and newsletters of your Contractors, especially when showcasing technical results.
This multi-pronged approach ensures you can get more bang for your grant money.
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5 Conclusion
At the Final Dissemination Event the communication’s team focused on both promoting the results
of the final three Contractors as well as packaging our PCP lessons learned into an attractive offering
for other cities. Engaging people to take part in the Loving Lab trials proved to be a difficult task and
for new PCP’s making more budget available for communications at this time to provide extra
support should be considered. This budget could be used to provide reward incentives and/or local
advertising.
Continued support involved a multi-pronged, multi-channel approach, involving training, awareness
raising and capacity building. As a result, SELECT for Cities continued to stimulate outside interest in
the projects achievements from across the Globe, and even gained an honourable mention in the
prestigious Procura + awards.
The decision to mark the close of both Phase 3 and the SELECT for Cities project as a whole with a
dissemination extravaganza at the Smart City World Congress in Barcelona, 19-21 November 2019
proved to be a good strategic move. Due to limited budget available left for dissemination (21c’s
three year budget had to be stretched to cover 4 years when the project was extended) the possibility
of hosting our own project stand was out of scope so the communications team need to be creative
in achieving the most bang for buck. This challenge ended up proving a stimulating opportunity which
ended with SELECT creating a broader program of events which reached more delegates than would
have happened by a stand-alone.
The results of SELECT for Cities including the platform benefits generated by the Living Lab tests, are
all available on the SELECT for Cities Knowledge Hub Website (http://www.select4cities.eu).
SELECT for Cities may be at an end now, however, dissemination continues, as the SELECT for Cities
Hub will be live for a minimum period of 2 years after the project and the dissemination team will be
available to help other similar projects through the European Commissions’ Common Dissemination
Booster (if selected) and the Quick Guide to PCP booklet. Indeed Forum Virium Helsinki are
translating SELECT methodologies, tips and lessons learned into their new PCP projects already.
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Appendix A: Smart City Expo Agenda for SELECT for Cities
Actions
SELECT for Cities Agenda - 19-21 Nov 2019 SCEWC Barcelona
19 Nov 2019 - Tuesday
Time

Item

Location

(1) Tour of contractor stands to see promotional material and receive demonstrations
10:00 - 10:30
(max 30min)

Short presentation (inc. exploitation plans & future developments) &
demo of platform - Ingegneria team

Ingegneria Informatica
D421

11:00 - 11:30
TBC (max 30m)

Short presentation (inc. exploitation plans & future developments) &
demo of platform - Indra team

Indra
C335

14:00 - 14:30
(max 30min)

Short presentation (inc. exploitation plans & future developments) &
demo of platform - Uni of Florence team

Uni of Florence
A118

(2) Early evening networking reception (drinks and food) and launch of results
17:00 - 17:15

Welcome cocktail and networking

17:15 - 17:20

Introduce the speakers - Susie McAleer (21c) moderator

17:20 - 17:30

Svetoslav Mihaylov - Smart Mobility & Living
DG CNECT, European Commission

17:30 - 17:40

SELECT for Cities presentation about benefits/lessons of using PCP for
innovation. Launch our PCP booklet - Hugo (FVH)/ Ann (Digipolis)

17:40 - 17:55

SELECT for Cities presentation about the platforms and presentation of
completing Phase III certificates - Tina (3rd price), Hanna (2nd price),
Katrien (1st price)

17:56 - 18:05

A city view on the benefit of IoT platforms, AI and other enabling
technologies by Mikko Rusama, Chief Digital Officer of the City of
Helsinki

18:05 - 19:00

Wrap-up and announce Q&A surgery in morning - Susie (21c)

Porta Fira Hotel: Nelva
Room
(red hotel opposite to
the SCEWC venue)
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Networking with cocktails and finger food

20 Nov 2019 - Wednesday
Date, Time

Item

Location

10:00 - 10:20

Takeover of the OASC stand. Ask the experts PCP surgery - (5 key
questions in advance, background deck) (Hugo and Karin).

OASC Stand. Hall 2.
F650

10:00-10:30

Innovative procurement and the S4C PCP by Ann Fournier (Digipolis)

Booth Engineering
D421

11:00-11:30

Urban open platform supporting City of Helsinki’s digital agenda &
enabling innovation by Hanna Niemi-Hugaerts (FVH)

Booth Indra
C335

Innovation & technical view on S4C by Gert De Tant (Digipolis)

Booth University of
Florence
A118

14:00-14:30

21 Nov 2019 - Wednesday and/or Thursday
Date,
Time

Item

Location

10:0010:30

Urban open platform supporting City of Helsinki’s digital agenda &
enabling innovation by Hanna Niemi-Hugaerts (FVH)

Booth Engineering
D421

11:0011:30

Why are Open source, Open Standards so important by Gert De Tant

Booth Indra
C335

14:0014:30

Urban open platform supporting City of Helsinki’s digital agenda &
enabling innovation by Hanna Niemi-Hugaerts (FVH)

Booth University of
Florence
A118

14:5015:40

Innovative Procurement and the SELECT for Cities Project - Ann Fournier

Congress - Governance &
Finance Room
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